SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER CLASSES – Come Learn with Us!

Beginner Knitting!
Whether you are just starting or refreshing your skills, this class is for you! Learn all of the knitting basics. Cast on, knit and purl
stitch, cable, basic button hole and bind off to name a few. At the end you will have a fantastic project that will launch your skills
into your next creation! There will be five 2-hour classes.
Project: Make a pillow
Yarn: Worsted – Plymouth Homestead, Galway or Cascade 220
Cost: $125
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required

Date & Time: (select one) Tuesday Eves - Sept 22, 29, Oct 13, 20 & 27
6 – 8:00pm
Saturdays – Sept 26, Oct 3, 17, 24 & 31
9 – 11:00am

Beginner Crochet!
Over the five weeks you’ll be introduced to basic crochet stitches, simple increases, stitch
identification, and the importance of gauge while crocheting this simple and pretty linen stitch
shawl. Our final week will be set aside for learning the final steps (blocking and weaving) that
make every project polished. Choose a gradient yarn or make your own colorful version. If
time permits, the final week will be used to begin a “next step” project.
Project: Make a shawl
Yarn: Done Roving Gradients, Paragon and Sulka Nina or Nuna
Cost: $125
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Wednesdays – Sept 23, 30, Oct 14, 21 & 28 6 – 8:00pm

Workshops & Other Classes!
Needle Felted Pumpkins!
Have you ever wanted to try needle felting? It is crazy fun! Learn the basics of sculpting
wool while creating adorable autumn decorations. This is a hands-on workshop.
(You might need a band aid!) Be careful, you might become addicted! Others have!
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Cost: $35
Date & Time: (choose one) Friday eve – Oct 9 6 – 8:30pm
Sunday – Oct 18
10 – 12:30pm
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Intermediate Needle Felted Fox!
Take your new felting skills to a more advanced level. Learn to make more complex shapes
and textures. Create your own fox, pose him any way you like and choose from a variety of
colors to make him as real or cartoon as you desire. Supplies included.
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $40

Date & Time: Sunday – Sept 27

1 – 4:00pm

Wet Felted Custom Kitty Painting!
Are your kitty’s naughty or nice? Perhaps that will be determined as you create your own
one-of-a-kind custom kitty painting! This wet felting class will encourage you to
play with color and design while creating your own watercolor-like painting using wool as
your medium. You’ll be guided through the steps of creating your layout, wet felting and
multiple finishing techniques. You can then frame, hang as a wall hanging or even sew
your painting into a pillow! Supplies included.
Skill level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $85
Date and Time: Thursday eves – Sept 17 & 24

6 – 8:30pm

Wet Felted Painting!
Explore the world of felting further! This beginner wet felting class will encourage you to
play with color and design while creating your own watercolor-like painting using wool as
your medium. You’ll be guided through the steps of creating your layout, wet felting and
multiple finishing techniques. You can then frame, hang as a wall hanging or even sew
your painting into a pillow! The sky is the limit…dream big! Supplies included.
Skill level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $85
Date and Time: Sunday – Oct 11 & 18
1:30 – 4pm

Knitting in Color!
Taking your knit colorwork to the next level can be daunting, though Michelle Hunter has created
a way to learn panel by panel in a repetitive fashion…master each new skill as you go. We believe
you will be hooked quickly and excited to spread the word of your new talents. Learn two panels
a month plus finishing for a total of a 6-month commitment and gorgeous unique blanket in the
end to cuddle up in.

Project: Building in Color Blanket
Yarn: Worsted to Chunky Yarn
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $150

Date & Time: Last Thursday of the Month
Sept 24 & Oct 29 6 – 8:00pm
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Christmas Crocheted Snowflakes!
Last year was a hit and we hope to continue the tradition. Crocheted snowflakes have been made and
passed down for years and it is our job to carry on. Bring your happy, bring a bottle or a snack to share
and let’s create some beautiful gifts for holiday giving. The crocheted ornaments make a great hostess
gift tied onto a bottle of wine…the gift that keeps on giving. Crochet knowledge is a must.

Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Thursday eve – Oct 22

6 – 9:00pm

Crochet Bobbles and Cables Workshop!
There are so many stitch patterns in crochet to learn. Some our favorites include bobbles and cables!
They add so much and dimension to your work and are much easier to do than you may think. In this
workshop we will explore them both as there as multiple kinds of bobbles and cables. Future pattern
support will be available.

Yarn: Light Color Worsted Weight Yarn
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $35

Date & Time: Friday – Oct 16

9 – 12:00pm

Crochet Hat!
A classic slouch for the crocheters at Row of PurL. Top down construction, a V stitch
chevron, color changes with a flawless join, an ingenious rib, and all kinds of opportunity
to play with color will be explored during your hat journey. Worked flat and in the round.
Yarn: Mirasol Sisa or any smooth Worsted weight yarn
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $50

Date & Time: Sunday - Sept 20 & 27

10 – 12:00pm

Layered Stitch Crochet Cowl!
Once you are familiar with your crochet stitches, manipulating the placement of them is where the
fun begins. This cowl is nothing short of a color adventure. Learn to work with two colors in the round
crochet chart reading and to really identify your work. This is crochet cowl is one of our favorites!
Project: Dotty Cowl
Yarn: Sweet Georgia Tough Love Sock or
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $50

Date & Time: Saturdays – Oct 31 & Nov 7

9 – 11:00am
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Mystery Stitch!
Can you solve the mystery? Come to one or come to all! Learn one new unique stitch
as you explore the world of knit and purl and how they can be manipulated to excite
you. Future pattern support will be offered for current stitch. Bring a coffee and you’re
“A” game and experience a whole new world of one-of-a-kind stitches…Yay!
Yarn: Galway or any Worsted yarn in two contrasting colors
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $20
Date & Time: Friday – Sept 25 10 – 11:30am

Weave Ends & Block Workshop!
We all know those pesky ends are there to weave in once a project is complete and
those last details are really what make your projects shine. Learn different ways to
weave in ends based on the current projects you are finishing, or the lonely pile of
unfinished projects you have off to the side, still waiting for their day to shine!
Yarn: Light color Worsted weight yarn
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $25

Date & Time: Sunday – Oct 18

10 – 12:00pm

Slipped Rib Hat!
Two beautiful fibers make one beautiful hat. A cashmere yarn and a mohair yarn, combined with
slip stitches, produces amazing texture and softness. Learn all you need to know about knitting in
the round, slip stitch colorwork and crown shaping. You will have a hat that will be envied!
Yarn: Cashmere and Mohair
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60

Date & Time: Thursdays - Oct 15, 22 & 29

11 – 12:30pm

First Stranding Fun!
Try your hand at stranded colorwork with this graphic two-color hat. In this class we will cover the
basics of stranding; including color dominance, chart reading, managing your floats and two handed
stranding. Choose 2 contrasting colors and get ready to learn your new favorite knitting technique!
Project: Ferry in the Harbor Hat
Yarn: Kenzie
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $60

Date & Time: Thursday eves – Oct 1, 7 & 14

6 – 7:30pm
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First Circular!
Are you tired of knitting back and forth on scarves? Then this is the project for you! In this
class you will learn how to knit in the round using circular needles. We will show you several
methods of joining in the round, keeping track of your rounds and identifying your stitches.
This is a great next step class where different decreases will be explored to help you create the
shape of this lovely cowlneck just in time for Fall and Winter.
Yarn: Malabrigo Mecha,
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $40

Date & Time: Thursdays - Sept 24 & Oct 1

11 – 12:30pm

Tuck Stitch Workshop!
This beauty celebrates the tuck stitch family. Have you ever met a Tuck Stitch? This is the parent
of the brioche stitch. Learn about how they are made and paired together to create gorgeous textured
fabrics that will make you drool. Pair and play with your favorite colors while mastering yarnovers,
burps, barks and perhaps a Latvian braid if you are up for the challenge.
Yarn: Topas
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $35

Date & Time: Saturday – Sept 26

9 – 12:00pm

Textured Shawl!
Learn shawl construction using a garter tab cast on. Watch it grow with slanted increases as you get
comfortable with chart reading (accompanied by written directions). Finish it with a lovely picot
bind-off. While our model is hot pink and made from 100% Alpaca, there is a huge of Dk weight
yarn to choose from, including our newest Cashmere 16 Fine!

Project: Pisac Shawl
Yarn: Cashmere 16 Fine, Classic Alpaca or Nuna
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60

Date & Time: Thursdays – Oct 12, 22 & Nov 5

1 – 2:30pm

Mosaic Mitts!
Experiment with color in this fingerless mitt. On one side you have the complex looking but simple
execution of slip stitch color work, and on the other you have stripes. Choose three colors with lots of
contrast and watch the geometric design come to life. In this class we will cover the magic loop
method, chart reading, slip stitch color work and thumb gussets.
Project: Ripple on Mitts by Kirsten Kapur
Yarn: Kenzie by Sulka Nina
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60

Date & Time: Wednesdays – Sept 30, Oct 7 & 21

12 – 1:30pm
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First Sport Weight Sock!
Learn all the foundations of top down sock knitting. Stretchy cast-ons, heel flaps and gussets,
picking up stitches, foot sizing, and Kitchener stitch. Sport weight yarn makes these knit up fast and
easy. You can choose to use Magic loop or double point needles. Pick a color!
Yarn: Supersocke 6-fach
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80

Date & Time: Saturdays – Oct 17, 24, 31 & Nov 14

12 – 1:30pm

Blue Spruce Socks!
Spruce up your life with these adorable boot/slipper socks. They are knit top down. With a twisted
rib, slipped stitches, a partridge heel and Kitchener stitch, your sock bases will be covered. Try your
hand at the newest 9” Chiaogoo circulars or Flexi Flips! Switch the colors around and get at least
two pairs for your holiday gift giving.
Yarn: Cascade Superwash 220
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60

Date & Time: Wednesdays – Sept 23, 30 & Oct 14

3 – 4:30pm

First Baby/Child Sweater…Gingersnap!
This is the perfect first baby sweater! And Surprise…the designer finally came out with
larger sizes!! Not only is this little piece adorable and a special gift; it is also a great way
to learn the basics of sweater knitting and seaming. Learn about pattern language like
“at the same time”, the order of stitching up a sweater and the correct stitches to use.
Yarn: BBWool, Cascade Superwash 220, Plymouth Worsted Merino Superwash or Sueno
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80

Date & Time: Wednesdays – Sept 23, 30 & Oct 14

11 – 12:30pm

First Top Down Sweater!
Knitting top-down sweaters offers a great new freedom for those of you that do not like to
seam. This type of construction offers a limited amount of finishing and can easily tried on
throughout the process. Learn sizing, increases, overall construction and sweater modifications
just to name a few. Knit this sweater cropped or full length. This will be your favorite Fall/Winter
go-to sweater!
Project: Doocot Sweater
Yarn: Try Icon, Kenzie or Wish
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80

Date & Time: Thursdays – Oct 1, 8, 29 & Nov 12

1 – 2:30pm
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Felted Christmas Stocking!
What? A project that gives you a chance to knit, felt, and needle felt? Nothing better! Knit the
stocking using all the same techniques you would use for a sock, short rows and heel flaps. Felt it
and have a load of fun needle felting with whatever your heart desires.
Yarn: Plymouth Galway or Homestead
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80

Date & Time: Wednesdays – Sept 23, 30, Oct 14 & 28

1 – 2:30pm

Punch Needle Embroidered Ornaments!
Whether your new at this art or have some knowledge and past experience, this class is for you!
This workshop will teach you all the basics of punch needle embroidery. Grab a friend, select an
ornament and get into the holiday spirit. This project needs a 4” locking hoop.
Project: Snowman, Reindeer or Snowflake Ornament
Yarn: Kit sold separately
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Cost: $35

Date & Time: Saturday – Sept 19

11 – 1:00pm

Punch Needle Embroidered Mandala!
Create this beautiful mandala project while learning the art of Punch Needle Embroidery. Mandala
is the term used for a geometric configuration of symbols. Its purpose is to help transform minds into
enlightened ones and as a relaxing tool. That’s what this work shop is all about. Learning the art of
punch needle will transcend you into relaxation with the rhythm of your needle while learning this
beautiful art.
Yarn: Kit sold separately
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $35

Date & Time: Saturday – Sept 19

1:30 – 3:30pm

SKILL LEVEL METER Newbie…Beginner - No Experience Required!
Been There…Advanced Beginner - Ability to knit and purl is required.
Done That…Intermediate - Knit, purl as well as increasing, decreasing and working in the round required.
Can’t Touch This! Advanced - Advanced techniques for knitters with several projects under their belt.
*Supplies are not included in the price of the classes*
*We respectfully ask that class supplies be purchased at Rows of PurL*
*10% discount to students for class supplies! *
*Classes are for adults unless otherwise indicated*
*Rows of PurL requires a four-student minimum in order to run a class*
*Class attendance is required*
*Private lessons are available for an additional fee to any who have missed one or more classes in order to complete projects*
*Rows of PurL respectfully asks that makeup private lessons be scheduled within the week missed as to not set you or your teammates behind*
*Classes canceled by Rows of PurL will receive a full refund immediately*
*Once a class has begun there is no refund*
Please contact store at 908-879-0403 to sign up for classes. We are excited to see your amazing creations come to life! Please review store Policies &
FAQs for further information.
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